
S.E. (Electrical) (Semester - IV) (New)
Examination, November - 2019

CONTROL SYSTEM - I
Sub. Code :63378

Day and Date : Wednesdayo 20 - ll - 2019
Time: 2.30 p.m. to 5.30 p.m.

Instructions : 1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Attempt any two from each question.
3) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
4) Assume suitable data wherever necessary.

Q2) a) Derive unit step response of second order system
condition.

b) Consider the closed loop transfer function given by -

SECTION - I

Q1) a) Explain block diagram algebra. Describe any four rules of block diagram
algebra. t8l

b) Explain in detail the correlation between force-voltage and force-current
analogy. t8l

c) Explain the signal flow graph in cletail with the help of Masons gain
formula. t8l
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Determine the value of f and at, so that then(r) s2 + 2(at,s + ai,

system responds to a step input with approximately 50% overshoot and
with a settling time of 2 sec.

c) Expldin steady state error and emor constants for step ramp
input.



Q3) a)

b)

c)
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State and Explain Routh 's and Hurwitz Criterioh. State advantages and

Explain stepper motor and servo motor in details. Igl
How many roots of following polynomial are in the right half plane, left
halfplane and on imaginary axis

I(s) - 55 + 2sa *2sr4s' + s +2 = 0 t8t

SECTION - II

Q4) a) A unity feedback system has an open loop transfer function

G(,S)- = ,^S'(S + 2)

Show that system is unstabre for ail values of K by sketching root rocus

t8l
b) Sketch the root locus for unitv flunity fbedback system with open loop transferith open

t8I
function

c) What are the effect of addition of poles and zeros on root iocus? tgl

Qs) a)

b)

Explain co-relation between time
specification

A unity feedback system has an open

domain and frequency domain

teI
loop transfer function t91

c(s)=;z-;+
.r(1+ 0.5.r)(1+ 0.1.s)

Determine GM, pM and comment on system st;bility by Bode plot.
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c) The open loop transfer function ofunity feedback system is given by,

j:.:.:Paw the Bode plot and hence find phase margin alrQ gain margin.

Q6) a) Obtain the state model of system represented by

1*u\*s4+fiv -3u(t\dt' dt' dt

b) Find a transfer function of given system

*= Ax+ Bu''

v= Cx+ Du

tel

t8I

t8l
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c) Find state transition matrix using Cay

n-lo -tl
12 -3.1

111

181lay Hamilton method
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